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Abstract

The purpose of this article is to examine professional practices in matemity and child
health care in two countries, Finland and Scotland, concentrating on how motherhood
is located in family context, on how family is defined and worked with. Subthemes
analysed are the role of fathers, 'family support' för mothers and the discussion over
lone motherhood. The study was carried out through local case studies using ethno
graphic methods, mainly observation and interviews with health professionals. Results
show that Finnish health professionals have adopted a family-oriented way of working
emphasising the importance of pair relationships and shared parenthood, compared
with their Scottish colleagues, who work in a more women-oriented way and emphasise
the role of other women as social support för mothers. In conclusion the two different
professional orientations are connected to wider social and cultural differences between
the two countries.
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Introduction

In this article 1discuss motherhood and its social conditions in two cultural and social
contexts -in two countries, Finland and Scotland. As the 'point of entry' (Smith 1988)
to the topic 1use primary health services för mothers and young children, and profes
sional practices of health professionals, mainly public health nurses in Finland and
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community midwives and health visitors in Scotland. Matemity and child health ser
vices are analysed as an institution defining and organising motherhood, women's daily
lives and theirresponsibilities förtheir children's welfare and health.

Why 1have chosen these two particular countries? First, comparative social policy
research has shown that the welfare state systems in Scotland, as part of the UK, and in
Finland differ remarkably and have different consequences för women as mothers (e.g.
Lewis & Ostner 1991; Anttonen & Sipilä 1996; Millar & Warman 1996). Several
authors have also emphasised the ideological differences in the two countries. In the
UK the state has adopted a policy emphasising the family's privacy and the parents'
responsibilities, where intervention in family life and the child care practices of the
parents is accepted mainly in problematic situations, whereas in Finland state interven
tion is seen to be more supportive, providing universal services för families with young
children (e.g. Millar &Warman 1996). In this respect, Finland and Scotland are differ
ent enough to provide interesting opportunities för comparison.

There are also enough similarities between the two countries in the provision of mater
nity and child health services in order to compare them in the first place. The recom
mended schedules ofhow often pregnant women and young children should be seen by
the health professionals are quite similar, services are provided under public health
services and are mainly free of charge för the service users, tests, screening and mea
surements taken are very much the same, a vast majority ofbabies in both countries
are bom in hospitals, and so on (see e.g. CRAG/SCOTMEG 1995; Hall 1991;
Lastenneuvolaopas 1990; Screening and collaboration in matemity care 1996). How
ever, in analysing the systems from the inside, the everyday work ofhealth profession
als and actual encounters between professionals and their clients, many differences can
also be discovered.

The article is based on one ofthe themes of my Ph.D. thesis 'The social organisation of
motherhood' (Kuronen 1999); 1will ask how motherhood is located in family context
in matemity and child health services. How 'family' is understood and worked with in
the everyday practice of health professionals, and how their definitions of family are
connected with wider social and cultural differences in the two countries. 1will discuss
the issue by analysing the role of fathers, 'family support' för mothers, and concem
over lone motherhood in matemity and child health care in the two countries.

Methodological approach and research methods

Unlike most comparative, crossnational social studies, which have used a large-scale
approach (see e.g. Hantrais & Letablier 1996; Hantrais & Mangen 1996; Millar &
Warman 1996), the methodological approach 1 adopted is local and particular using
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qualitative, ethnographic methods (1have discussed qualitative cross-cultural research
more in depth elsewhere, see Kuronen 1999, 74-107; 2000). 1wanted to get inside the
process rather than look at the matemity and child health service systems from the
outside, but 1also wanted to be sensitive to cultural and social realities in a wider sense
in order to understand what it means to be a mother in a particular social and cultural
context.

The study was accomplished by undertaking local case studies in one city in Finland
and in two cities and their surroundings in Scotland. Because the organisation of mater
nity and child health services is different in Finland and in Scotland, it was impossible to
find identical settings in the two countries. Instead, the general criteria 1used in choos
ing the settings was that 1wanted to find the health services which pregnant women and
parents of young children usually used. In data collection 1used a very practical guide
line offered by Hammersley and Atkinson (1983, 2): "The ethnographer participates,
overtly or covertly, in people's daily lives för an extended period of time, watching what
happens, listening to what is said, asking questions; in fact collecting whatever data are
available to throw light on the issues with which he or she is concemed." However, the
main part of the primary data consisted of observations of the work of health profes
sionals and their interviews. In all the three areas the locations and individual profes
sionals' participation was negotiated with medical or nursing managers.

The Finnish data was collected in one city 1have named Tehtaala, one of the biggest
cities in Finland, between 1990 and 1992, and some additional data in 1995-96. 1spent
altogether about three months in three different health centres mainly observing the
work of public health nurses working with pregnant women and families with young
children. 1also interviewed seven public health nurses, three doctors and a psychologist.

The Scottish data was collected in 1995 in two cities and their surroundings, in two
different Health Board areas. 1call the Scottish cities Lochend and Strathdee. Lochend
is quite a small town, whereas Strathdee is one of the biggest cities in Scotland. My
fieldwork lasted about two months altogether, and 1worked mainly with community
midwives and health visitors. Community midwives were based in two hospital mater
nity units and health visitors in five health centres. 1 also followed parent education
classes in two hospitals, organised by specialised midwives called parentcraft sisters. 1
interviewed eight health visitors, nine community midwives and two midwives specialised
in parentcraft education.

The number of observed encounters between health professionals and clients was 265
in Tehtaala, 147 in Lochend and 122 in Strathdee. Data from my fieldwork was re
corded in written field notes and tape-recorded and transcribed interviews. In order to
locate and understand the local practice of health professionals in its organisational,
cultural and social context, 1collected additional material, such as national guidelines
and policy documents conceming matemity and child health services (e.g.
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Neuvolatoiminnankehittämistyöryhmänmuistio 1984;Lastenneuvolaopas 1990;Pro
visionofMatemity Servicesin Scotland.1994;Eatingförhealth1996;CRAG/SCOTMEG
1995;Screeningand collaborationinmatemity care 1996;Hermanson 1997).Addition
ally, 1interviewed several nursing managers, consultants and researchers införmally.
Previous research onmatemal and child health, but also onmotherhood, families and
familypolicies, and on the culture and history of the two societies has alsobeen used as
important secondary data.

The three local cases are not understood as 'representing' the matemity and child
health services or health professionals in the entire countries in the same sense as in
quantitativeresearch.Rather, in ethnographicresearch local cases revealwhat is cultur
allypossible.Followingthemethodologicalguidelinesof Canadianfeminist sociologist
Dorothy E. Smith (Smith 1988; 1990a; 1990b)1have used local practices ofmatemity
and child health care as a 'point of entry', which provide access to more of a general
understandingofthe social organisationofmotherhood at its different levels e.g. under
standing ofthe ways inwhich familypolicies, different servicesandbenefits orthe lack
of them, as well as social class and gender systems, historical and cultural tradition,
customs and ways of thinking in a certain society organise the everyday world of
motherhood, but also the work of health professionals.

Family orientation and involvement of the father

In the 1990s, both in the UK and in Finland, there has been a growing demand för
shared parenthood and för a new,more active and participating father, a father who is
present and caring, not only för his children but also för his partner. There has been a
lot of discussion on 'new fatherhood' in the media, in social and psychological re
search, as well as among fathers themselves (Forsberg 1995;Isätoimikunnanmietintö
1999;Moss 1995). Still, unlike in Finland, in Scotland there was no legislation that
would have officially recognised men as caring parents, there was no universal pater
nity, parental or care leave för fathers (Millar&Warman 1996).

In both countries health professionals shared the view thatmen are different today than
they were a few decades ago. They are not only more involved in pregnancy and
childbirth but also in everyday child care. The health professionals 1spoke to saw this
as a positive development. There were, however, important differences in the ways in
which fathers were recognised as parents and partners in matemity and child health
services, as well as in the society as a whole.

In Finland fathers were expected to take an active role and share the experience right
from the beginning of the pregnancy (see also Hakulinen 1998;Isät esiin 1998).Preg
nancy and childbirthwere seen för first-timeparents as the time when a couplebecame
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a family. At this point their pair relationship, its emotional hasis and quality, took on a
special meaning.

Wealways inform the clients that the parenthood classes are meant for both, and that
it would be good, if the father could be present at every session. Of course, some af
the things are concretely only for the mother, but still. !n that way, those things
become more shared between the couple, and it is certainly easier for the father ta
share the experience, and also ta support the mother. Then some sessions are really
meant for both af them, like when we discuss becoming parents and pair relation
ships. We especially wish that they both come ta that session, otherwise it is partly
wasted, if the mother is the only ane listening.
(Finnish midwife C)

The ideal seemed to be a couple that, through discussion and mutual agreement, changed
their life according to the new situation, from an individualistic to a more family-cen
tered lifestyle. A well-functioning, heterosexual, equal pairrelationship and shared par
enthood were very much the ideals expressed in matemity and child health centres in
Tehtaala. It was an idealistic view, which ignored the possible problems, conflicts and
gender inequalities in famil y life.

In the Finnish society women both as partners and professionals have taken an active
role in producing and supporting men's parenthood (see also Forsberg 1995). In their
encounters health professionals and their female clients were defining how men should
be. Women were also expected to educate menin parenthood. Men should be encour
aged and praised, they should be given opportunities to leam, and they should not be
blamed för their mistakes. From time to time, as in the föllowing extract from my field
notes, professionals reminded women that they should give men opportunities to par
ticipate by not keeping the baby too much för themselves.

Postnatal visit in maternity centre. Woman has left the baby with her husband at
home. She is in a hurry, because it is saan time ta feed the baby. ... Midwife reminds
her how important it is for her ta get some time af her own, and tells her ta leave the
baby sometimes with the father. "He can do everything else except breast-feed".
Woman says that her husband is taking care af the baby a lot.After the woman has left,
the midwife is still wondering ta me that she was so busy. According ta her, some
women just don 't trust their partners in child care. She says that sometimes she would
like ta say quite firmly ta some women during the postnatal home visits that she
should !et the father take care af the baby more. She has enough time ta do her fair
share after he has gone back ta work. She continues that sometimes she can see very
clearly that thefather would like ta do more, but his partner won t !et him.
(Tehtaala field notes 85)
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It could be argued that in Finland it has became a woman's new responsibility not only
to take care of her children, but also to build up a relationship between father and child
by giving him opportunities to spend time with the child and encouraging him to partici
pate in pregnancy, childbirth and child care. This educational task might even increase,
instead of decrease, women's workload. The main issue is not that mothers need some
body to share child care and domestic work with, but to get men involved för their own
and för the child's sake; to give men a chance to enjoy their children and parenthood
(see also Huttunen 1996; Isätoimikunnan mietintö 1999). In matemity and child health
services, as in the whole of Finnish society today, fatherhood is discussed a lot and in
very positive terms.

Men on the sidelines

Scottish health professionals discussed fathers much less than their Finnish colleagues
and they also made more negative remarks about men as fathers and as partners. It was
quite common that fathers were not discussed at all in the encounters between health
professionals and their female clients, or in the interviews 1made. Professionals re
ferred to their clients as 'women', 'girls', 'ladies' or 'mothers', not in gender-neutral
terms, as 'families', as their Finnish colleagues often did. Discussions about men often
occurred only because of my active questioning about the role of fathers in families and
as clients för the health professionals. As one of the health visitors said in her interview,
she hadn't really paid much attention to the issue beföre:

INT: You are very much working with mothers and children, but do you meet the
fathers as well?
HV: Yes, some af the fathers. There is quite a high rate af unemployment, so I see
quite a lot af the fathers in the houses. It is terrible because in some ways you are
almost quite taken aback if the father is working in some areas, you really get quite
sort af accepting af these facts that the fathers aren t working. Yes, we see quite a lot
af them, some af them are beginning ta come ta clinics and things like that. Some
times we see them at the antenatal clinics but not very often, not very often at all. Yes,
beginning ta see the fathers more, some af them are taking much more af an interest
and taking part in their child.
INT: Are you trying ta encourage them somehow taparticipate more, or do youfind it
important?
HV: I don t think I do. That s true, no I don t, no, I don t think I do. It is something that
I maybe should because I think it is very important. I try when I go in, what I find is
that when I go in on the first visit if the father is there, he seems ta accept that this is
really her role and he usually goes out af the way and usually I try ta say things like,
if I am going over the immunisation, like would you come in, this is something the
two af you have ta do. Very often I will say ta the mother, if the father is not there
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before you sign this, would you like ta discuss it with your partner, but that is true,
quite often I don 't really take into account the father, I should really. There maybe
should be a way that we should try and incorporate them into the discussion more. I
think it is very important.
(Scottishhealth visitor 7)

In the extract above it takes a while beföre the health visitor understands my 'family
oriented' question. First, she describesmen's presence during her home visits in nega
tive terms, as a consequence of the high unemployment rate in the area, not as men
wanting to be active and participating fathers. Only later does she join the family
oriented discourse and begin to talk about the importance of the fathers' involvement,
but at the same time admitting that she has not been very active in involving them. She
and many of her colleagues referred to traditional cultural norms adopted by many
men, that these are 'women's issues', but they had also not taken an active role in
changingthem.

In Scotland men have the same option to participate in parenthood classes and child
birth as in Finland. It has been suggested that in the UK women clients have been the
primary motivators in this change, and the health service system hasmerely answered
their demand (O'Brien and Jones 1995,30). Health professionals in Tehtaala strongly
emphasised that parenthood classes aremeant för couples, whereas their Scottish col
leagues expressed more the 'customer demand' för more couples' classes and men's
involvement in childbirth than the active encouragement ofmen on their behalf. They
saw that this should be an option, but there should be also other altematives. They did
not seemen's participation in parenthood classes as entirely positive or even required,
butmentioned that itmight alsoprevent women fromtalking aboutprivate and intimate
issues andmake single pregnant women feel isolated and offended.

More and more men wish ta be involved in the education and also involved inparenting.
So the classes have increased quite dramatically in size although the content hasn 't
particularly changed, it has been refined ta allow for men being in the group. For
instance we don 't now play with dolls, we don tplay with dolls or breasts now when
we are talking about breast-feeding, we just tend ta talk about different aspects af the
subject and a women-only breast-feeding workshop is held at another time for those
women who are interested. We also don t show bras and sometimes don t talk about
different aspects af the pelvic jloor because men do get quite embarrassed, so you
have got ta watch the embarrassment factor, although they want the education they
don t necessarily want the education in the public arena.
(Scottishmidwife 10)

You often find that young mums will not go ta the parentcraft education class that is
full af married middle class women, they just Jee! intimidated, so they don 't go.
Teenagers, I think they need more health education and they also need ta be able ta
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talk ta someone about their fears, and if they are in a group af women, middle class
women, and they are worried about having no money, they are not going ta highlight
that. So I think we need ta have a group just af young women, teenagers, so they can
come along with their friends if they want ta, rather than have ta sit there and think,
ah I don t have a partner and things like that.
(Scottish midwife 7)

1would argue that among Scottish health professionals the messages about men's role
in family life were more mixed than in Finland. Ideally, men's participation in preg
nancy, childbirth and child care was supported, but at the same time it was recognised
that this was not the reality in many of the families. Men were seen either as unable, för
example because of their long working hours, or unwilling to participate in family re
sponsibilities. Traditional cultural values and gendered division of labour where men
have had amarginal status in everyday family life were still strong (Wight 1993).

Men were often described as irresponsible, demanding services instead ofhelping women
with the housework and child care, or sometimes even as rude and violent. The next
long quotation is not typical but instead an extreme and exceptional example ofhow
health professionals talked about women's male partners. However, it provides a 'sum
mary' of all the negative comments about men and their family role:

Some af them (women - MK) are frightened af the men in their lives .... And it is a
strange thing ta go into a house where you can witness the timorous behaviour af the
woman, who appears quite subservient ta the man and the man doesn t acknowledge
your presence. It is a bit uncomfortable, so what you do at that point you just adjourn
ta a bedroom out af the way where you can relax because the women won t apen up in
front af the men. ... and there can be evidence af assault and there is not a great deal
you can do because in a lot af these cases the women themselves accept that as a
normal part af the relationship that they have with that person. I might not approve af
it but there is very little I can do ta injluence it unless she specifically seeks my help,
which they don t do. You come out af situations often thinking, ah dear, but your hands
are tied. ... I would say a high percentage af cases families are happy but we do see very,
very unhappy situations and we really aren t in a position ta injluence it and what you
have got ta be very careful af is that you don t actually create a problem for the girl.
(Scottish midwife 8)

This description of women living in oppressive or even in violent pair relationships isin
a clear contrast to the ideals of the 'new father' and shared parenthood. The midwife in
the extract above does not even call women's partners fathers but refers to them as
'that person' and 'the menin women's lives'. The awareness of the Scottish health
professionals of the 'dark side' of family life, such as male violence, might be con
nected with the pub lie discussion of the time, especially the Zero Tolerance campaign
launched in Scotland in the mid-90s (Cavanagh & Cree 1996). Although this was a
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marginal issue also among the Scottish professionals, their family discourse was quite
different from their Finnish colleagues who operated with the positive image of the pair
relationship, shared parenthood and gender relations in families.

Family as a community of women

Scottish professionals also discussed family and especially 'family support' förmothers
with young children, but för them this supportive family was not the woman's male
partner. Instead, family was often discussed as a community of women where the
woman's own mother and other female relatives were seen as an important source of
'family support', which might mean emotional support, teaching of domestic skills,
actual help in child care, financial support or even two generations living together.
Everyday family life was very much seen as a women's issue.

During my data collection in Lochend and Strathdee grandmothers were also con
cretely more present than in Tehtaala, where they were occasionally discussed but
hardly ever met. In Scotland, however, grandmothers came with their daughters to
antenatal clinics, to parentcraft classes, brought children to baby clinics or they were
met during the home visits.

Scotland is more of a class society than Finland, and that was seen also in the ways in
which mothers, their family life and need för support were described by the health
professionals. Middle class mothers were discussed very much with the same terms as
the 'modem Finnish family', as a small nuclear family, whereas the working class
family was seen as more traditional where close family ties among women still existed
(see also Straw & Elliott 1986). It was also the working class 'grannies' who were
described as 'a bad influence' at the same time as they were praised as important
support för their daughters (see also Blaxter and Paterson 1982; Mayall and Foster
1989; Mclntosh 1992).

They have a lot af problems withfeeding that you have ta discuss. Also infantfeeding
practices have changed a lot in the last 20 years and a lot af these we girls tend ta
take their advice from their mother. Now when their mother had a baby it was quite
normal that you started a baby on solids at about 6 weeks or even earlier for some af
them, so it is quite important that we get that message across ta them quite early, the
reason why we don 't think that is a good idea nowadays. Otherwise granny will
suggest and the girls will go with it.
(Scottish health visitor 6)

On the other hand, health professionals were worried that in the modem society close
family ties between women were loosening up. Even in middle class family life, male
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partners were not seen to have replaced female relatives, and middle class mothers
were often described as isolated because of their lack of family support.

I think because it (the area - MK) is quite rural and quite middle class and a lot af
women have moved away from theirfamilies so they don t have the back-up af the
extendedfamily. So they tend ta be isolated in a way so they seem ta depend more on
the midwife for support. !n comparison ta the inner cities where maybe thefamilies
are quite close together, they have got their mum down the road or their granny down
the road, they seem ta get a lot more support from thefamily. A lot af the women in
our area don t, they arejust by themselves and their husband.
(Scottishmidwife 7)

Professional advice was sometimes seen as an altemative to missing family support.
Not only in Scotland but also in Finland, the disappearance oftraditional family rela
tions has been mentioned as a reason för the increased need för professional support
and advice för new parents (Vehviläinen-Julkunen 1990,2). However, in Finland par
ents are expected to help and support each other, whereas in Scotland support för
mothers is primarily seen as coming fromotherwomen, either from familymembers or
fromhealthprofessionals.

Lone mothers

In both countries, a remarkable number of families with children are headed by a lone
mother, 20% in Scotland and 16.5% in Finland (One Parent Families Scotland 1998;
Tilastokeskus 1998). Still, the social situation of lone mothers and the public debate
around lonemotherhood is very different in the two countries, aswas the recognition of
lonemothers as a specific client group by the health professionals.

According to Jane Lewis, in Britain from the 1980s onwards one of the most heated
debates in relation to family life has been about lone-parent families together with the
responsibilities ofthe 'missing fathers' (Lewis 1993).Lone-parent families headed by
women, especiallynever-marriedyoung singlemothers, are seen in the public debateas
a threat to traditional familyvalues and as a financialproblem förthe state.The political
and public climate in the l 990s made single motherhood first and föremost a moral
issue ignoring the social reasons of poverty among lonemothers. (Mann andRoseneil
1994; Millar 1994; Wasoff & Dey 2000, 32-40. Terms 'lone mother' and 'single
mother' can be used as synonyms, but 1make here a distinction between the two. 1use
'lone mother' as amore general and neutral term whereas with 'single mother' 1refer
to never-marriedmother, but also to a specific British discussion.)

In Finland there has been less public debate on lonemotherhood and not such a strong
connection has beenmade between lonemotherhood, social class and social problems
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as is the case in the UK (see also May 1999). Also the economic situation oflone
parent families has been seen as fairly good in intemational comparison, because lone
mothers maintain themselves and their children with their own eamings, working full
time, and the welfare state has made it possible för them to combine motherhood and
paid work (Forssen 1997).

This is not to imply that lone-parent families are not seen as a problem at allin Finland.
'Broken homes' and growing up in a lone-parent family are still often used as an easy
explanation för children's social and psychological problems. Still, it could be argued
that, at least since the late l 980s, rather than lone mothers being viewed as a special
problem, they have been seen as one example of the increasing diversity of family
förms. There has been a public debate för and against the traditional nuclear family (see
Forsberg et al. 1991 för more about this debate). There are supporters of the nuclear
family who have argued that other family förms, such as lone parenthood and cohabita
tion, have been made too attractive compared to marriage. But there has also been a
growing demand that different family förms, married and cohabiting couples, reconsti
tuted families and most recently lesbian and gay couples, should be treated equally, för
example in legislation (Perheet ja laki 1992; Kaskisaari 1997; Jaakkola & Säntti 2000).

Correspondingly, among Finnish health professionals there was more discussion about
changing family förms and relations than about lone motherhood as such. Single preg
nant women were mentioned as rare exceptions. There was also some confusion about
who should be defined as a single mother, where the line should be drawn, because för
the health professionals being unmarried, or even living apart, does not necessarily
mean being a single mother.

At the moment I don t have any single mothers. Except ane, how should I put this, who
is partly alone, because her partner lives abroad. Of course, from time ta time, there
are mothers whose relationship is somehow unstable, or the partner is a foreigner
and lives abroad, and can 't get a permit ta stay here permanently. These kinds af
cases I have from time ta time. It brings its own problems ta the pregnancy. But,
really, for a long time I haven t had any mothers who have no support at all from the
child s father, who are all on their own.
(Finnish midwife E)

Instead of talking about single mothers who are alone right from the beginning, Finnish
health professionals more often discussed divorced or separated parents and their new
families. Changing family förms were seen as causing emotional problems för children
and it was emphasised that children have the right to maintain a relationship with their
parents. Still, the problems in maintaining these relationships were also recognised.
What was seen as important was continuity, both the continuity of biological family
relations, and the continuity of the mother's new relationship - the father's new rela
tionship was rarely mentioned as a problem.
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INT: Are there any special questions that come up with them (lone-parent families -
MK) here, or that you see as important ta discuss with them?
HN: At !east I always say,from the child's point af view, that every child has the right
ta have afather and a mother. That 'swhat I have said. It is the most important basic
principle I want ta emphasise. And I ask if the child has been meeting her parent,
whether it is the mother or the father that is missing from the family, whether meet
ings are arranged. And also that the child has somebody else as a father figure or a
mother figure. Quite often this kind af afather figure is missing these days.
(Finnish health nurse J)

INT: You already mentioned, that nowadays there are more stepfamilies? What are the
issues that you have come across in your work concerning stepfamilies, or that your
clients discuss with you?
MW: It could be that these things are not discussed at all, but if Ifeel that I can ask. ...
I have quite directly asked, for example, how often they meet the children who are not
living in the family. And how it works out if the distances are long. Just at the moment
I have a family where the father 's children from his ex-marriage live quite far away.
This mother says that it is so exhausting, she is not always willing ta go, and this
causes conjlicts between them .... I think these are quite big problems. If you think,
like in this family, that there is ane child from the mother 's ex-marriage who lives
with them. The mother drives him every other weekend ta see his father, who lives far
away from here, and it is hard especially now when there is this new baby. Then there
are the father 's children, three af them, who come ta meet their father, often ane at a
time, but sometimes two af them might come at the same time ... .I think it helps when
we talk about these things, although there is really no concrete help ta offer, except
maybe ta suggest that these meetings could be arranged differently for a while now
when there is this new baby.
(Finnish midwife E)

Missing fathers or 'father figures' and children's relationship with them seemed to be
the main concem för the health professionals in Tehtaala, not the everyday life or
coping oflone mothers. Hannele Forsberg (1995), who has studied the ways in which
fatherhood is discussed in encounters between social workers and their clients, has also
noted that divorced women were encouraged to maintain the relationship between fa
ther and children, even if the relationship between the former partners had been prob
lematic, or even violent. Shared parenting and joint custody is also the 'spirit' of the
current legislation (Kurki-Suonio 1999).

In Scotland, there were no discussions about fathers living apart from their children, or
about the need of children to keep in touch with them. Instead of separated parents and
reconstituted families, single mothers were discussed much more often. Single mother
hood was often connected with teenage pregnancies and a working class background.
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Descriptions about single motherhood were very much problem-oriented, but health
professionals emphasised that not all of them have problems in parenting. It is also
interesting that single motherhood and the problems single mothers were seen to have
were connected more with very practical issues in the organisation and management of
their daily lives rather than with the missing pair relationship and the missing father.

INT: Do you think they (single mothers - MK) need morefrom you than the others?
MW: It depends on the individual. Some af these single mums are very confident and
they have brought up their younger brothers and sisters more or less because their
mum has maybe gone out ta work so they know what bringing up children is all about.
I know it is different havingyour own but they seem ta cope and they don 'treally want
ta come along taparentcraft education because they know how ta make up bottles,
they know how ta bathe the baby, they know how ta change a nappy. It is all done on
an individual hasis really and how we think they are going ta cope by the state af the
house and things like that.
(Scottish midwife 5)

INT: Yousaid that you have quite a lot af single mothers, do you find that they are a
special group who need more ofyour time?
HV: Some af them, yes, do need a lot af reassurance, a lot af guidance and a lot af
support. Quite afew af the single mums are very caring, very goodproviders and they
manage very well. Some ofthem arejust able ta cope better than others.
(Scottish health visitor 4)

The way in which Scottish health professionals talked about single mothers was some
times quite judgmental and problem-oriented, but it also differed from the political
debate and pub lie 'moral panic' of the l 990s over single motherhood (Mann & Roseneil
1994; Lewis 1997). Their competence as mothers was assessed according to their
practical skills and 'coping' in their daily lives. Health professionals were also quite
sensitive and understanding of the everyday life and problems of single mothers. In
Finland, instead, a lasting, stable pair relationship was much more likely to be seen as
an essential part of parenting and family life, and the whole issue of lone mothers was
very much ignored.

Conclusions

In conclusion, 1 am arguing that motherhood is located in family context very differ
ently in the matemity and child health services in the two countries. In Scotland the
health professionals studied were working in a women-oriented way, with and för women,
compared with their Finnish colleagues who had adopted a strong (nuclear) family
orientation in their daily work. Differences in professional orientation can be connected
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and are in accordance with the family policies and gender systems in the two societies.
Family and parenthood are understood differently, not only in matemity and child
health care, but also in the societies as a whole. At the end, 1will draw connections
between the local practices of matemity and child health services and the social
organisation of motherhood in the two societies.

First, there is a connection between the family orientation of matemity and child health
services and the ideal of gender equality of the Finnish society. One of the main prin
ciples of the Finnish family policy and the welfare state has been to support gender
equality in families as well as in the society as a whole. Gender equality really became
an issue in Finland in the radical 1960s. According to Raija Julkunen (1994; see also
Jallinoja 1983) the gender equality organisation 'Yhdistys 9' (Association 9) was an
important representative of the new radical, modem ideals. The main objective was
women's emancipation, but also the changing role of men. There was, för example, a
demand för patemity leave, which was achieved in the late 1970s. Women's equal
participation in the labour market was understood as one ofthe comerstones of women's
emancipation, and a working mother was the ideal woman of the time- as she still very
much is. What was required to gain the target was family policy measures, especially
public day care för children, but also participation of menin child care and housework.
So, since the l 960s Finnish women have in many ways supported amore active family
role för men, as they now do in matemity and child health care.

What has been characteristic of the Finnish equality policy and women's movement is
that they have been based on the ideal of similarity rather than difference between
women and men. Finnish women, unlike radical feminists elsewhere, have also worked
both with and within the state, and with men. In the 1960s problems in the position of
women were understood as a conflict between the traditional and modem society rather
than as a conflict between women and men. It was assumed that women and men
should work together to make society more equal. Man was seen as a norm, which
women should attain. The ideal of similarity has also influenced language use, making it
to more gender neutral. In Finland, instead of women, we often talk about persons,
parents, spouses and families (Julkunen 1994; see also Honkanen 1993). The same
gender neutrality in language, talking about parenthood and family rather than mother
hood, can be föund in matemity and child health care.

In the UK, the relationship between women, family and the state is quite different.
What has been criticised by many feminists is the traditional family model, which is
embedded in the British society and its welfare state system (e.g. Lewis 1992; Millar
1994). This male breadwinner and female carer -model is based on separate spheres
and responsibilities för women and menin the family and in the society as a whole. The
distinctness of male and female spheres was also present in the work of Scottish health
professionals: pregnancy, childbirth and child care were seen as women's issues where
men had only a marginal role. As mentioned earlier, in the UK, there is also no legisla-
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tion that would recognise men as caring parents, even if there has been a lot of discus
sion about it recently and changes in legislation are probably coming in the near future
(Wasoff and Dey 2000, 124-125). Health professionals accepted the primary role of
women and the marginal role of men referring to the cultural traditions or the demands
of working life, rather than actively tried to change the situation.

The women-oriented way of working by the Scottish health professionals is also in
accordance with feminist discussion in the UK, which has emphasised the difference
between women and men, and women's oppression in personal life, in such issues as
reproduction, sexuality and male violence. Several women's groups, för example the
Association för Improvements in the Matemity Services (AIMS) and National Child
birth Trust (NCT) along with many feminist researchers (e.g. Graham 1993; Oakley
1992) have also emphasised matemal and child health and welfare as women's issues,
rather than a 'family issue', where women's needs should be recognised and met.

To some extent, Scottish health professionals seemed to have a feminist orientation in
their work even if the word 'feminism' was never mentioned. At the same way as in
feminist social work (e.g. Dominelli and McLeod 1989; Phillipson 1992), health profes
sionals saw themselves working with and för women, paying attention to the problems
women meet in their everyday life, and sometimes acting as advocates of women, för
example in relation to male doctors. They also emphasised the importance of women's
supportive networks rather than the male partner as a companion and a main source of
help and support.

In Finland, instead, it seems to me that in the 1990s, fatherhood has become a bigger
issue than motherhood in the public debate, professional practice, as well as in aca
demic research, even in feminist research (see also Vuori 1999). 1agree that parent
hood should be more equally shared between women and men, and shared parenthood
should be promoted in different ways in society. But the women-centered orientation of
the Scottish professionals demonstrates the limitations and disadvantages of the family
centered orientation, which might ignore issues and problems that are specific to women
and also hide the 'dark side' of family life.
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